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De Eekhoorn Dutch Furniture extends 
remarkable attention to sustainable production. 
For the production of wooden furniture in the 
factory in Zwaagdijk-Oost FSC®-certified wood 
is used. De Eekhoorn Dutch Furniture considers 
the preservation of nature and responsible forest 
management crucial and generates conscious 
decisions. “We constantly ask ourselves: how 
can the production be more sustainable? 
Besides working with sustainable materials, it 
also depends on how these are subsequently 
processed. At our manufacturing plant in The 
Netherlands, we spray our furniture with water-
based paint and lacquer. We utilize a special, 
high-tech spraying installation. Consequently, 
we act fast, clean and responsible. In this way 
we save liters of paint!” Our furniture employs 
a combination of pure materials with an unique 
design. We create functional, attractive furniture. 
Furthermore, we signify Dutch craftsmanship 
as a large part of our WOOOD collection is 
produced in our own factory in Zwaagdijk, North 
Holland.

NEW COLLECTION
In the new collection, we’ve designed a new 

cabinet series named Miller. This series is made 
of FSC®-certified pine wood and available in a 
stylish grey color. Furthermore, we designed new 
armchairs such as the Tiwa and Lenny armchair. 
These chairs got modern features and are both 
real eyecatchers. Additionally, the popular Sara 
series is extended and now available in new basic 
and trend colors, for example, khaki and lilac. 
The new collection is all about modern design, 
functionality and pure materials. Pure materials 
is seen back in the collection with our use of 
wooden products with a FSC®-label; such as the 
new Miller series, but also the New Gravure and 
Finca series.

LOVE FOR WOOOD
We are a FSC® certified business with more 
than 60% of our collection produced in Holland. 
The international FSC®-Label ensures that raw 
materials for wooden products are being 
sourced from responsibly managed forests. 
These products and series are indicated with 
the FSC®-Label in this brochure. The production 
in Holland is a distinctive advantage for us to 
secure a high product quality and to reduce 
distribution costs.

MILLER 2-doors cabinet
373983-D

CLAIRE sidetable
373912-Z
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MILLER

PEPE hanging lamp
373962-N

BOBBI hanging lamp
373959-N

TORIN table lamp
373964-N

PEPE table lamp
373963-N

BRETT table lamp
373961-N

MILLER 2-doors cabinet
373983-D

MILLER tv cabinet
373980-D

MILLER cabinet
373981-D

MILLER bar cabinet
373982-D

The Miller cabinet series 
features clean, vertical lines and 
Scandinavian design. In addition, 

Miller is made in a greyish shade and 
made of FSC®-certified pine wood. The 

sleek design is not interrupted by handles: 
a modern push-to-open system enables the 
doors to be opened and closed silently. Not 
to mention the most striking about the Miller 
series is the bar cabinet: The perfect cabinet 
to store your finest wine bottles and glasses. 

The tall, wooden legs of the Miller bar 
cabinet gives it an airy, yet sturdy design. 

Which Miller is your favourite?
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Stylish, timeless and modern. 
These are the main characteristics of 
the Finca cabinet series. Furthermore, 

the Finca series is made of FSC®-certified, 
solid pine wood and finished in a matt 

coating with a deep black color. The clean 
lines of the Finca furniture are not interrupted 

by handles: a modern push-to-open system 
enables the doors and drawers to be opened 
and closed silently. The complete Finca series 

consists of 11 different elements, some 
with round corners, to create the ideal 
cabinet wall or TV-cabinet that suits 

everyone’s needs.

1. FINCA tv cabinet round left
373513-Z

2. FINCA cabinet 100cm
373464-Z

3. FINCA tv cabinet 50cm
373462-Z

4. FINCA tv cabinet 75cm
373463-Z

5. FINCA tv cabinet round right
373514-Z

6. FINCA cabinet round left
373457-Z

7. FINCA storage cabinet
373465-Z

8. FINCA open shelf cabinet
373512-Z

9. FINCA storage cabinet
373466-Z

10. FINCA cabinet round right
373511-Z

3. 4. 5.

1. 2.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

 FINCA storage cabinet
373465-Z

FINCA open shelf cabinet
373512-Z

FINCA cabinet round right
373511-Z
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LLOYD pouf
373453-G

LLOYD armchair  
373452-I

LLOYD 4-seater
373445-C

LLOYD corner sofa left
373680-S

LLOYD corner sofa right
373681-B

LLOYD 4-seater
373445-C
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FIONA 60X60 espresso 
373455-E

FIONA 60X60 mist 
373455-M

FIONA 60X60 weathered green 
373455-V

FIONA 70X100 espresso 
373454-E

FIONA 70X100 mist 
373454-M

FIONA 70X100 weathered green 
373454-V

MOZA hanging lamp
373291-Z

FIONA round painting
373522-M

SERRA swivel chair
373539-Z

MATO sidetable
377336-B

ASTA lampshade
373930-Z

FOSS table lamp base
377335-Z

KITA vase
373918-Z

ALYA rug
373533-M
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STUDIO photoframe
370073-M

MAE side table
379597-A

FIONA Ø80 espresso
373521-E

MAXIME dining table
373923-N

MOZA hanging lamp
373291-G

EZRA dining chair
379575-Z

SCOTT armchair
340477-G

KARI vase xl
373443-B

ALYA rug
373533-M

FIONA 70X100 espresso 
373454-E

FIONA 70X100 weathered green 
373454-V
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DIDO cabinet
376151-Z

LEVY cushion
373864-S

BEAN sofa
373721-RM

NEIL serving plate
373873-N

LYRA sidetable
373887-N

ROMEE organic mirror
373940-Z

MIDI candleholder 
373869-Z

MAXIME dining bench
373925-N

MAXIME dining table
373924-N
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RINK coatrack
373507-Z

  EZIO bowl
379602-B

KALU coffee table
379603-B

MILLY cushion
373865-C

BAG corner section
377126-G

FLORA table lamp
375415-G

 RIKKIE coffee table
373884-W

ALYA rug
373533-M

MAE side table alpaca
379597-A

MAE side table sepia
379596-S
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FREDDIE corner sofa 
377319-B

LIAS rug
340516-N

AMBER swivel chair
373534-L

MEREL folding screen
373941-Z

LIZZY sidetables
373541-Z

AIDEN candle holder
377406-B

DAVE vase
340494-B

TRIS stool
373883-S

 PREM candle holder
373535-Z

PYRO candle holder
373542-N

FERDY dining chair
379604-P

TABLO table
373886-U

FIONA Ø80 espresso
373521-E
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SILAS 2-doors cabinet
373749-D

  SILAS 2-doors cabinet
373749-BN

SILAS cabinet
373384-D

SILAS cabinet
373384-BN

SILAS sidetable
373662-D

SILAS sidetable
373662-BN

SILAS tv unit
373651-D

SILAS tv unit
373651-BN

SILAS cabinet
373384-D 

FIONA 70X100 mist 
373454-M

BEAN armchair
377316-RR
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1. MOISES sidetable
373871-Z

2. CLAIRE sidetable
373912-Z

3. ARDA pot for plants
373450-Z

4. NANCY bedside table
373538-Z

5. KITA vase
373918-Z

6. FOSS lampbase
377335-Z

7. KAREL chair
377425-Z

8. ALVIN ornament
373914-Z

9. TOMA sidetable
373881-Z

10. FOSS coffeetable
377333-Z

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.8.

9.

10.

FOSS lampbase
377334-Z

BRITAN lampshade
373931-Z

JISKE bookcase
373459-Z

JUUP tapestry
340515-N
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JONE tv stand
373503-B  

SINNY bowl
373919-W  

JACKSON record cabinet
376150-Z  

OLLIE pouf bouclé sand
373497-Z 

LYLE vase light green
373531-G  

LYLE vase warm green
373530-G  

LUCY dining room bench
373537-O

NOVE bowl
373532-B   

BRUNO dining table
373792-C

HOLLY hanging lamp
379544-N

MAGGIE dining table
373547-N

SUTTON swivel chair
379599-G

 
CLEO rug round

373527-W
 

NEW GRAVURE sideboard
373471-E
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HOLLY floor lamp
375943-N  

MATO sidetable
377336-B   

LINK dining chair
340484-Z  

HUGO rack
373290-Z  

MAXIME coffee table
373927-N 

VINNY armchair
377118-A 

BEAN cushion
377320-RM   

RENS rug
373529-M  

JAMES cabinet
373748-M
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NEW GRAVURE cabinet
373474-Z

NEW GRAVURE wall cabinet
373585-B

NEW GRAVURE tv-stand
373472-E

NEW GRAVURE tv-stand
373473-Z

NEW GRAVURE sideboard
373471-B

The New Gravure collection is 
stylish, modern and features warm wood 

tones which will give every interior 
a cosy look. In addition, the graphic relief doors 

are the distinctive part of these series, which 
makes it a statement piece in every room! The New 
Gravure is made of FSC®-certified oak, ash and pine 

wood. Espresso is the newest color. Alternatively, 
it is possible to choose between black and natural. 

The modern push-to-open system enables the doors 
and drawers to be opened and closed silently. The 
New Gravure collection consists of a variation of 
cabinets such as: a sideboard, wall cabinet, high 
cabinet with drawer and tv-stand in 100 cm or 
150 cm. All variations can be linked together 

to create a longer cabinet wall.
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SARA armchair khaki
375690-KG

SARA pouf high khaki
350409-KG

SARA pouf low khaki
350410-KG

SARA small sofa khaki
340443-KG

SARA armchair lilac
375690-WL

SARA pouf high lilac
350409-WL

SARA pouf low lilac
350410-WL

SARA small sofa lilac
340443-WL

Slim, subtle and friendly 
in form. The Sara series consists 

of various models, fabrics and a large 
range of basic and trend colors, for 

example khaki and lilac. The Sara lounge 
armchair in left and right is the newest 

addition to the series. The softly rounded 
corners in combination with the comfortable 
and luxurious upholstery ensure that Sara is 

a true eyecatcher in every interior. 
In addition, the tall legs of the sofas and 

armchairs give the design air. 
Will you choose khaki, lilac or 

another color?

SARA lounge armchair left
340475-KG

ROSIE vase
377419-C



BODI pouf
373587-N

BODI 2 seater
373586-N

JACKY rug
373523-N

ZITA rug
373524-N

FINCA cabinet round left
373457-Z

FINCA storage cabinet
373466-Z
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MANZI stool
373866-N

TABLO table ash mist
376094-C

VINNY swivel chair
377330-G

PYRO candleholder
373542-N

PREM candleholder
373535-Z

RION round mirror
373879-N

SWING cabinet
373650-M

SARA armchair
375690-TM

ZENO tapestry
373528-G
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SHAY double mirror
373880-B

BIKKEL stool
377152-N

TRIS stool
373883-B 

CALI coffee table
373960-Z

MOZA table lamp
373292-G

YURI vase
373916-Z

ELIO vase
340496-B

STERN element left
373890-L

STERN element
373892-L

STERN element right
373891-L

WILLIAM armchair
340485-N

RENS rug
373529-M 

MILLER tv cabinet
373980-D 
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Take a seat on the 
Tiwa armchair! Tiwa is 

upholstered in a wonderfully 
soft bouclé, making it 

impossible to leave. The clean 
lines of the stylish design add 
a modern touch to this woolly 

piece, making it a true 
eyecatcher in every room.

DOUTZEN mirror
373908-Z

JAKE candleholder
377266-Z

SUUS sidetable
390932-Z

LENNY armchair
340483-G

TABLO table
375292-K

CALI coffee table
373960-Z

TIWA armchair
340486-D
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The Bean sofa collection 
provides a solid base for every 
seating area with its robust and 

voluminous design. Furthermore, the 
Bean is known for its simple lines, generous 

fabric options and high seating comfort. 
The low legs and the all-round upholstered 
quality ensure that the Bean looks chunky, 

but not overpowering the living room. 
Bean is available in many colors and four 

different fabrics known as: recycled 
leather, melange fabric, coarse 
melange fabric and a rib fabric.

BEAN sofa left
375689-C

BIKKEL stool
377152-Z 

ETAN cushion
373861-S

LEVY cushion
373864-S

ALVIN small ornament
373913-Z

MICAH hanging lamp
375413-W

ARIEL sidetable
373911-B

CELESTE vase
340492-B 

COEN wardrobe
373929-A

VINNY swivel chair
377337-Z

MEERT wall shelf xl
390918-Z

SAMMY dining table
377300-Z
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BASIL rug
373447-N

GUNN dining chair
373499-Z

RHONDA dining table
375419-BN

BLAIR vase xl
373860-ZW

ZAMIA artificial plant
377207-G

ROCCO sofa
340451-TS

ODA sidetable
340503-G 

YVO sidetable
340502-N
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JANE lounge chair
373636-I

BENT chair
373482-T

FOPPE dining chair
373933-J

FRANKIE armchair
379608-B

BILLIE chair
373481-Z

TOM rocking chair
377259-N

WESTON chair
379605-J

WESTON chair
379605-Z

BOY sidetable
377167-M
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BOY sidetable
377167-Z 

BANCO sofa
373476-N

DAMON dining table
373343-W

VIVE armchair
373516-Z

VIVE hocker
373518-Z

SUZE sidetables
377225-Z

WILLOW chair
373928-N

WILLOW chair
373928-Z

DAMON dining table
373343-B
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